Introduction
============

Social interaction with parents and peers, and cognitive skills such as object categorization and reading a book all depend on perception and interpretation of visual information. For instance, social interaction depends heavily on face perception and reading on perception of letters. Without visual input, or with abnormal input during development, cognitive and social skills could develop in an atypical way. Current neurocognitive models suggest that abnormal visual processing could be central to several developmental disorders that are clinically characterized by social and/or cognitive impairments (e.g., Braddick and Atkinson, [@B19]).

Brain areas related to social and cognitive functions depend on input from areas involved in visual processing (Bullier et al., [@B23]; Gogtay et al., [@B45]). Specific visual brain areas are related to processing of specific forms, such as faces, letters, or more basic stimuli such as squares. An example of such a visual brain area is the fusiform face area, involved in face processing (FFA; Kanwisher et al., [@B56]). Brain areas related to processing of forms depend on input from visual brain areas related to processing of more basic visual information, which can be referred to as stimulus or form characteristics. These characteristics include among others luminance contrast, spatial frequency (SF), orientation, color, depth, and even motion information (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and are restricted by visual acuity. Specific aspects of a form, such as facial expressions, can only be processed if enough information, i.e., details as well as more global properties, is actually processed correctly. This information depends on spatial frequencies and luminance contrast. Likewise, eye movements, changes in emotion, but also approaching persons and objects can only be perceived via processing of depth and motion information. Many social and cognitive processes thus require typically developed processing of form characteristics (from now on referred to as form-characteristic processing).

![**Visual grating stimuli often used for the investigation of processing of stimulus characteristics**. **(A)** Low spatial frequency. **(B)** High spatial frequency. **(C)** Low luminance contrast. **(D)** High luminance contrast. **(E)** Motion.](fpsyt-03-00016-g001){#F1}

To fully understand both typical and atypical development of processing of visual form characteristics and its relation to processing of socially relevant stimuli, a thorough understanding of its typical development is a prerequisite. Recently, Braddick and Atkinson ([@B19]) provided a complete overview of the development of visual mechanisms underlying form-characteristic processing, with a focus on infancy. A comprehensive overview of the current knowledge on development beyond infancy, as is provided by the present paper, is required for a full understanding of the developmental trajectories of form-characteristic processing. In addition, this paper aims to serve as a guide to focus future typical developmental research to currently under-investigated age-ranges.

The visual mechanisms that will be reviewed here are those involved in low-level perception of luminance contrast, SF, color, orientation, depth, and motion (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; see [Development of Visual Mechanisms Underlying Form Processing](#s2){ref-type="sec"} for further explanation). Since visual acuity is a prerequisite for visual perception, development of acuity will be reviewed as well[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}. Although the development of the to-be-discussed mechanisms is likely to be interrelated, for purpose of clarity, they will be reviewed separately (with the exception of SF and luminance contrast, which are typically investigated together). For each of the mentioned characteristics, literature on both behavioral and neurophysiological studies will be reviewed. We will describe the developmental trajectory from birth to adulthood (18 years and older). As a starting point, a general outline will be provided, which introduces how form characteristics are processed by the adult visual system, and explains the methods commonly used in developmental studies of these characteristics.

Neural development of visual processing
---------------------------------------

The neural system for processing of visual form characteristics involves a hierarchy with pathways leading from the retina, through the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus, to the striate and the extrastriate cortex (Callaway, [@B27]; Kaplan, [@B57]). In the literature, the involvement of these pathways in visual form characteristic processing is typically discussed in different frameworks. One framework focuses on the specific contribution of parallel pathways, such as the M- and P-pathway, as related to SF, luminance contrast, motion, and color processing. Another framework focuses on the relative activation in feedforward versus recurrent connections, as related to integration of local information into a global form (For a more in-depth explanation, see Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}).

###### Structural and functional organization of the visual system.

The visual system, from the retina to extra-striate visual cortex, is characterized by a hierarchical organization (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Each part of the visual system is sensitive to specific aspects of a stimulus, and two main organizing principles determine how stimulus characteristics are processed. First, features increasing in size and complexity are generally processed in increasingly higher-order visual areas. Second, processing occurs along partially independent parallel visual pathways (for critical reviews, see Nassi and Callaway, [@B78]; Schenk and McIntosh, [@B99]; de Haan and Cowey, [@B37]).

![**Schematic representation of the structure of the visual hierarchy, organized in parallel pathways**.](fpsyt-03-00016-g002){#F2}

In the visual cortex, lower areas are dedicated to the processing of stimulus details (often referred to as local information), while higher order areas are involved with information that consists of combined details (often referred to as global information). This is related to the structural organization of areas in the hierarchy: neurons in higher areas have larger receptive field (RF) sizes that cover increasingly larger parts of the stimulus and represent increasingly complex information. For example: neurons in the retina, LGN, V1 (and even some extra-striate areas) are involved in processing of stimulus features such as color, spatial frequency, and luminance contrast. Neurons in V1 and extra-striate areas (i.e., slightly higher areas in the visual hierarchy) are sensitive to orientation, depth, and motion as well. In general, neurons in areas higher in the visual hierarchy process larger parts of the stimulus, such as its general shape, which consists of local information (features) that is pooled (for a review see Nassi and Callaway, [@B78]). How the brain finally recognizes and categorizes forms is not yet fully understood. However, neurons in some extra-striate areas are found to be sensitive to specific forms, such as faces in the fusiform face area of the temporal lobe (Kanwisher et al., [@B56]). In addition, some neurons in the temporal lobe are sensitive to a very specific image, such as the Eiffel Tower (Quiroga et al., [@B94]).

The second organizational principle concerns the parallel visual pathways along which information is processed: the most recognized ones are the M- and P-pathways (see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These continue into a dorsal stream toward the parietal and a ventral stream toward the temporal cortex, often referred to as the "where" and "what" pathways, respectively (Ungerleider and Mishkin, [@B113]). These visual pathways are each dedicated to the processing of different aspects of a visual stimulus. Cells in the M-pathway respond vigorously already at low contrasts and are tuned for lower spatial frequencies, higher temporal frequencies, and (from V1 onward) motion. This pathway processes the broad outlines of a form, which is, perhaps confusingly, also referred to as global information (see below; e.g., Carey and Diamond, [@B28]). Cells in the P-pathway respond more vigorously to high contrasts and are tuned for high spatial frequencies, low temporal frequencies, and color (mainly red and green). This pathway processes more local information, such as lines and details in an image. More recently, a third pathway is described, referred to as the K-pathway. This pathway also plays a role in the processing of color (mainly blue and yellow[^2^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}; Callaway, [@B27]; Kaplan, [@B57]; Nassi and Callaway, [@B78]).

An important issue in (atypical) developmental research into object vision is the notion of local and global processing. Confusingly, "local" as well as "global" have in the literature been used for different concepts. On the one hand they are related to the size of (part of) a stimulus that is processed, related to the RF size of neurons in different brain areas of the visual hierarchy. For example, in orientation processing, multiple local details (e.g., lines) processed in V1 can be integrated into a global form in higher order areas (Braddick et al., [@B21]). Similarly, multiple moving elements of a stimulus (in for instance a random dot kinematogram), referred to as local motions, that are moving in the same direction and with equal speed can be integrated into (a coherently moving) global motion percept (Williams and Sekuler, [@B124]).

On the other hand the concepts of local and global are also related to the way stimuli are processed by the P- versus the M-pathway, which is for instance of interest in face processing (Carey and Diamond, [@B28]). This is related to properties of different neurons within one brain area, such as V1, and between the extrastriate pathways. When interested in P- versus M-pathway processing, specific stimulus characteristics such as spatial frequency, luminance contrast, color, and motion are typically manipulated. Often, stimuli with low spatial frequencies for instance are referred to as containing more global information and those with high spatial frequencies as containing more local information. Thus, "local" is in the literature either related to a relatively small (part of) a stimulus, or to a stimulus processed in the P-pathway, e.g., containing higher SFs. The term "global" is related to a relatively large (part of) a stimulus, or to a stimulus processed in the M-pathway, e.g., containing lower SFs.

For a long time information processing has been mainly described in terms of a feedforward direction along the visual hierarchy, as described above. Integration of details was believed to occur automatically at the moment processing arrived in higher order brain areas. However, there is increasing evidence that additional processing is required for the awareness of an integrated stimulus, namely recurrent connectivity, consisting of feedback connectivity (from higher to lower brain areas) and/or horizontal connectivity (within one brain area; Burkhalter, [@B24]; Burkhalter et al., [@B25]; Lamme et al., [@B69]; Roelfsema et al., [@B96]; Tucker and Fitzpatrick, [@B112]). In addition, integration of information even occurs as the result of interaction between extra-striate areas, in the so-called "where" and "what" pathways (the supposed continuations of the M- and P-pathways; Ungerleider and Mishkin, [@B113]; Zeki, [@B126]; but see Nassi and Callaway, [@B78]).

The neural system underlying visual processing is immature at birth in humans as well as in other animals and undergoes vast structural and functional changes during development (Hammarrenger et al., [@B52]; Khazipov and Luhmann, [@B60]). Structural changes involve for example the folding of the brain and myelinization of axons of (visual) neurons (Lenroot and Giedd, [@B71]; Pienaar et al., [@B89]). Functionally, not all neurons in the visual system are tuned for specific stimulus characteristics at birth. Some tuning is present at birth in animals (Khazipov and Luhmann, [@B60]) and probably in humans (Bednar and Miikkulainen, [@B14]; Khazipov and Luhmann, [@B60]). Nevertheless, animal studies showed that further development of visual processing occurs after birth and depends on external visual stimulation (Chapman and Stryker, [@B29]; Crair et al., [@B32]; Kiorpes and Movshon, [@B61]; White and Fitzpatrick, [@B123]). Development of the neural correlates of visual processing after birth in humans is most often investigated by means of electroencephalography (EEG), which will be further specified in the next section.

Techniques and tasks in developmental visual research {#s1}
-----------------------------------------------------

Studies investigating the development of visual processing typically employ specific experimental designs, using mostly behavioral or neurophysiological measures (see Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} in Appendix for a more in-depth description of methods used in each of the discussed studies). In behavioral studies, developmental stage is investigated by testing discriminative abilities between two stimuli with different degrees of a form characteristic, e.g., vertical versus horizontal orientation. A person is only able to see the difference between the stimuli if he or she is sensitive to the difference in both levels of the form characteristic. In infants, discriminative abilities are mainly studied by investigating whether one stimulus draws their attention more than the other stimulus. This is based on the finding that infants' attention is typically drawn toward novel or salient stimuli. Attention is investigated using preferential looking or habituation paradigms (Teller, [@B108]; Atkinson et al., [@B10]). To investigate the discriminative abilities of older children, they are simply asked whether they perceive two stimuli as different.

Neurophysiological studies of visual development investigate stimulus characteristic processing within the early visual cortex. Unlike in animal studies, where development of the visual cortex can be studied by investigating neuronal tuning to different stimulus characteristics by means of several invasive methods, such as single unit recording and/or two-photon imaging (e.g., Crair et al., [@B32]; White and Fitzpatrick, [@B123]), stimulus characteristic processing in humans can only be measured by rather indirect measures. The main neurophysiological measure in human developmental vision research is measurement of visual evoked potentials (VEP), investigated using EEG. VEPs are averaged patterns of brain activity related to the processing of visual stimuli. Since (basic) visual information is processed in the occipital cortex, VEPs are most prominent at the occipital electrodes. These occipital VEP patterns typically consist of a positive and negative peak (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}; Rugg and Coles, [@B98]; Crognale et al., [@B34]; Odom et al., [@B83]). The positive peak is referred to as the P1, evoked approximately 100 ms after stimulus onset. The negative peak is in different fields of research referred to as either N1, N2, or N200. The positive and negative peaks (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) will be referred to in this paper as the typical VEP pattern. The positive and negative peaks reflect visual processing that occurs relatively early in time, and their amplitude and latency depend on several stimulus characteristics such as luminance contrast or SF levels (e.g., Ellemberg et al., [@B41]) and, if present, task requirements (Norcia et al., [@B81]). It should be noted that a general issue in EEG-research is that it provides an indirect measurement of brain activity. As a result it cannot reveal the specific origin of the (changes in) peaks. However, it can show changes across ages in amplitude and latency and the presence and order of peaks (first negative, then positive versus first positive, then negative). In developmental research, the main interest has been in all of these aspects of the VEP pattern.

![**Example of visual evoked potentials (VEPs) with positive and negative peaks of varying latency and amplitude**.](fpsyt-03-00016-g003){#F3}

Development of Visual Mechanisms Underlying Form Processing {#s2}
===========================================================

Visual acuity {#s3}
-------------

Visual acuity describes the sharpness and/or clearness of vision, and represents one of the limits of visual perception, which is determined by the structural organization of the retina. Its developmental trajectory is often investigated by measuring grating acuity[^3^](#fn3){ref-type="fn"}. This is done using grating stimuli, containing a pattern of black and white lines that vary in width[^4^](#fn4){ref-type="fn"} (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). The smallest width of the lines, and therefore the highest number of cycles of black and white that can be observed at a given distance, determines the visual acuity. This number is referred to as cycles per degree (cpd) of visual angle, controlling for the viewing distance[^5^](#fn5){ref-type="fn"}. In behavioral tests, this can be investigated using preferential looking or habituation paradigms (see [Techniques and Tasks in Developmental Visual Research](#s1){ref-type="sec"}), and the result of an individual is typically reported in comparison to that of normally sighted individuals. Instead of gratings (used in the Teller acuity test, Teller et al., [@B109]), other stimuli can also be used for the investigation of grating acuity. These stimuli are, for instance, letters (Snellen acuity test, Snellen, [@B105]), or geometric symbols which contain gaps (e.g., the Landolt ring, NAS-NRC, [@B77]) of different sizes. These tests require detection of specific stimulus elements, such as the location of the gap, and are often applied in clinical settings in older children and adults. Grating acuity, as measured behaviorally, is at birth approximately 1/10th of that of adults. Adult-like acuity is reached by 4--6 years of age (Skoczenski and Norcia, [@B103]; Almoqbel et al., [@B3]).

Neurophysiological measures show VEP patterns evoked by grating stimuli up to 24.3 cpd in adults (Skoczenski and Norcia, [@B103]). In children of 1 month-of-age, VEPs are only evoked by grating stimuli up to 4.5 cpd (Norcia and Tyler, [@B82]). At this age, grating stimuli with more cpd do not evoke VEP patterns distinguishable from those evoked by noise. The VEP correlates of acuity mature further with age: at 8 months VEP patterns are evoked by grating acuity stimuli up to 10.4 cpd (Prager et al., [@B92]), and around the first year of age up to 20 cpd (Norcia and Tyler, [@B82]). By 6 years of age the VEP response has matured (Skoczenski and Norcia, [@B103]). These results indicate that an increasingly large number of cpd can be processed as a child matures, and, therefore, that acuity increases with age. The limited acuity in young children (among others due to migration of specific cells within the retina, Packer et al., [@B84]) leads to restricted vision, influencing perception of other characteristics, such as high spatial frequencies.

Spatial frequency and contrast sensitivity {#s4}
------------------------------------------

The SF of a stimulus is the measure of how often a cycle of luminance levels repeats per given distance, and is measured in cpd of visual angle (similar to cpd of grating stimuli described in Section ["Visual Acuity"](#s3){ref-type="sec"}). The SF content of a stimulus is related to the amount of details in the stimulus: higher SFs (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B) carry detailed information in the stimulus, while lower SFs (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A) carry global information, and are typically discussed in relation to the parallel pathways (see Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}). As a result, the specific SF-content of a stimulus aids specific visual processes. While, for instance, emotion-recognition in faces is related to lower-range SF processing (Deruelle et al., [@B38]), higher SFs are related to perception of edges in a stimulus and detailed changes such as pupil size. Of note, processing of higher SFs is limited by visual acuity.

Spatial frequency processing is closely related to luminance-contrast sensitivity (for brevity from now on called "contrast sensitivity," or CS). CS is defined as the ability to discriminate between different luminance levels of two adjacent parts of a visual stimulus (Figures [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C,D). Its real world analog is the ability to detect differences in brightness of an object in comparison to that of the background. In both adults and children the perception of a certain SF depends on the luminance contrast of the stimulus and vice versa (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). These two types of form characteristics are often investigated within same studies. For these reasons, the development of SF processing and contrast sensitivity will be discussed together.

![**(A)** Contrast sensitivity function for different ages (symbols): contrast sensitivity as a function of stimulus spatial frequency. Numbers in figure reflect references; 1. Adams et al., [@B1]; 2. Gwiazda et al., [@B50]; 3. Adams and Courage, [@B2]. **(B)** Amplitude \[relative value of amplitude evoked by high versus low SFs; calculated as (HSF − LSF)/HSF\] of the positive VEP peak (P1) at different age groups. **(C)** Amplitude \[relative value of amplitude evoked by high versus low SFs; calculated as (HSF − LSF)/HSF\] of the negative VEP peak (N1 or N2) at different age groups. Specific SFs for calculation of the relative amplitude value are those of the stimuli in studies investigating the depicted age ranges, and are further specified below. Asterisks represent significant amplitude differences evoked by high versus low SFs, noted by the authors of the study.](fpsyt-03-00016-g004){#F4}

A design often used to investigate processing of SF and contrast information is a discrimination test, adapted for these characteristics by Adams et al. ([@B1]) and Adams and Courage ([@B2]), based on the preferential looking paradigm described in Section ["Techniques and Tasks in Developmental Visual Research."](#s1){ref-type="sec"} In this test, the discriminative threshold of SF processing is investigated for a particular contrast. Participants are presented with two stimuli, one of which contains a grating pattern while the other one does not. The luminance contrast of the grating is reduced over trials in order to calculate the threshold. The threshold results from behavioral studies investigating SF and CS are often depicted in a contrast sensitivity function (CSF), showing the threshold of minimum required contrast necessary for the detection of a certain SF (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A).

Behavioral studies investigating SF processing showed that newborns are only able to process lower but not higher SFs (a result that is not surprising, given newborns relatively low visual acuity). CS for lower SFs (0.5 cpd) is thus present early in life, while sensitivity for higher SFs (4.8 cpd) is absent at this stage (Adams et al., [@B1]; Hammarrenger et al., [@B52]). However, CS for higher SFs develops very fast in infancy and reaches adult-like levels by 3 or 6 years of age (Gwiazda et al., [@B50]; Adams and Courage, [@B2]), whereas sensitivity for lower SFs matures only around the age of 9--12 years (Beazley et al., [@B13]; Gwiazda et al., [@B50]; Adams and Courage, [@B2]). Thus, there is an earlier initial processing of lower as compared to higher SFs early in life, but a faster maturation of processing of higher SFs as compared to lower SFs (specific results from different studies are depicted in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A).

Neurophysiological studies indicate that the P1 peak is initially present for lower SFs, and both the P1 and N1 peak begin to appear for an increasingly large number of spatial frequencies and contrast levels over the first year of life (Norcia et al., [@B80]; Hammarrenger et al., [@B52]; Almoqbel et al., [@B3]). This indicates that neural sensitivity for contrast and SF changes with development over time. Neural mechanisms for CS in higher SF stimuli are adult-like by the age of 8 years, given that adults and 8-year-old children show comparable VEP patterns evoked by higher SF stimuli (with varying contrast levels). However, since no information is available for 1--8 years of age, it is possible that these processes mature at an earlier stage. CS for lower-SF stimuli becomes mature later in life, between 8 (not adult-like) and 11 (adult-like) years of age (Gordon and McCulloch, [@B46]). To our knowledge, no studies investigated CS for lower and higher SFs at intermediate ages.

So far we have discussed studies that have investigated CS at different spatial frequencies, but did not compare brain activity evoked by different SFs within children of the same age. A difference in VEP pattern evoked by higher versus lower SFs is found to change with age (Figures [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B,C for the value of relative difference in the discussed age groups): in infants and 3- to 4-year-old children, the P1 amplitude is larger for lower as compared to higher SFs (Vlamings et al., [@B116]). On the other hand, in 9- to 10-year-olds, the P1 amplitude is smaller for lower than higher SFs (Boeschoten et al., [@B16]). In adults, the P1 amplitude is again larger for lower than for higher SFs (Ellemberg et al., [@B41]). Thus, both investigations of SF processing with varying contrast levels and comparisons between VEP patterns evoked by lower versus higher SFs reveal an immaturity of the cortical mechanisms underlying SF processing (see Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}) in children under 11 years of age.

In summary, studies investigating behavior and neurophysiology of contrast sensitivity and SF processing show that CS for lower SFs begins to develop before that of CS for higher SFs, but that CS for higher SFs has matured earlier as compared to CS for lower SFs. This indicates that infants perceive relatively few details, but that this ability develops quickly in the first years of life, while global information can only be perceived to an adult-like extent at a later age.

Color
-----

The development of color processing is usually investigated using stimuli with either red--green or blue--yellow color opponents, because of the different neuronal mechanisms related to these stimuli (see Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}). Stimulus color is detected by means of specialized cones in the retina, each sensitive to a specific range of wavelengths (such as short-, middle-, and long-wavelengths, appearing as blue, green, and red, respectively) and predominantly projecting to cells in the different visual (P-, and K-) pathways. Red--green-opposite stimuli are mainly processed in the P-pathway, while the K-pathway mainly processes blue--yellow-opposite stimuli (Knoblauch and Shevell, [@B64]; Pokorny and Smith, [@B90]).

Behaviorally, 2-month-old infants can discriminate blue--yellow stimuli, while discrimination of other colors is not yet possible (Teller et al., [@B110]; Varner et al., [@B114]; Clavadetscher et al., [@B30]). At 3 months of age, infants are able to discriminate between red and green as well as between blue and yellow colors. Over time color processing becomes more specific, such that smaller color differences between stimuli can be detected as children grow older. Maturity levels are reached around adolescence (Peterzell et al., [@B87], [@B88]; Knoblauch et al., [@B65]; Goulart et al., [@B47]).

Selective cortical activity related to color processing can be measured from around 4--6 weeks of age onward (Crognale et al., [@B34]). At this age, only the positive peak is evoked. A typical VEP pattern, containing both positive and negative deflections (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) is evoked by red--green stimuli in 4- to 6-month-old infants. At this age, the positive peak is followed by a negative one, a pattern known in color research as the positive--negative complex (Madrid and Crognale, [@B73]). Blue--yellow stimuli evoke a similar VEP pattern, although the development is slightly delayed as compared to red--green stimulus processing (Crognale et al., [@B34]; Knoblauch et al., [@B63]). Note that this neural developmental trajectory is opposite to that shown by behavioral measures, which will be further discussed in Section ["Implications for Future Research."](#s5){ref-type="sec"} The positive--negative complex gradually shifts into a negative--positive complex, that is typically related to color processing in adults. This complex is matured after the age of 19 years (Madrid and Crognale, [@B73]; Crognale, [@B33]; Pompe et al., [@B91]; Boon et al., [@B17]). Therefore, both behavioral and neurophysiological evidence indicate an increase in sensitivity for color processing with age, which reaches maturity during, or shortly after, adolescence.

Orientation processing
----------------------

Whereas visual acuity, SF, luminance contrast, and color processing are mainly investigated using fairly simple stimuli such as single gratings, orientation (as well as depth and motion) processing is studied using different stimulus-sets containing either simple (e.g., one grating) or more complex (e.g., multiple gratings) stimuli. Four main stimulus-sets are applied in developmental research on orientation processing. Please refer to Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} for examples of the stimulus-sets. Each of these sets is used to investigate a different aspect of orientation processing, dependent on the level of integration of local elements required to perceive a global form. This is proposed to be related to different contributions of feedforward and recurrent (i.e., feedback and horizontal) neural connections (see Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}). The first set is used to investigate homogeneous stimulus processing (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A). This is done by presenting two types of stimuli: one containing line-segments presented at a single orientation (homogeneous; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A) and one with another (homogeneous) orientation or a random pattern (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B). The difference between the two stimuli can only be detected if a person is sensitive to the difference in both line orientations (see [Techniques and Tasks in Developmental Visual Research](#s1){ref-type="sec"}). Homogeneous stimulus processing has been hypothesized to be predominantly dependent on activation of feedforward connections, since details do not need to be integrated to perceive a form. Three other designs are typically used to investigate visual integration of details into a form (see Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}). One design is to present a stimulus containing a single line with a different orientation compared to all other lines in the same stimulus (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C). In another stimulus-set, stimuli which contain shapes derived from differences in orientation (so-called textured stimuli; Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D) are presented and compared to homogeneous stimuli. The final stimulus-set compares stimuli that contain a contour (so-called contour integration stimuli, Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}E) with varying levels of background noise (for instance Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}E versus Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}F). Processing of single-line, textured, and contour-integration stimuli requires more visual integration than homogeneous stimuli, which is proposed to be related to activation in recurrent connections in addition to feedforward connections. Therefore, the relative activation of recurrent connections can be investigated by comparing processing of single-line orientation, textured, or contour integration stimuli with that of homogenous ones (Lamme and Roelfsema, [@B68])[^6^](#fn6){ref-type="fn"}.

![**Examples of stimuli used in different orientation-processing tasks**. **(A)** Homogeneous. **(B)** Randomly oriented. **(C)** Single line. **(D)** Texture. **(E)** Contour with high background noise levels. **(F)** Contour with low background noise levels.](fpsyt-03-00016-g005){#F5}

Behavioral measures indicate that orientation processing of homogeneous stimuli is present at birth, given that newborns perceive a difference between lines in one direction and lines in another or random direction (Atkinson et al., [@B10]). This ability has not been investigated in children older than 1 year of age. The detection of a differently oriented single line emerges at 9 months of age, and gradually develops until it is mature at 13 years of age (Rieth and Sireteanu, [@B95]). Texture segregation based on orientation information emerges at 4--9 months of age, since infants of this age can detect a figure based on line orientations, and this ability also matures at 8--13 years of age (Sireteanu and Rieth, [@B102]; Atkinson, [@B8]; Rieth and Sireteanu, [@B95]). Contour integration is already possible at 3 months of age, yet with age, contours can be detected with increasing background noise, which implies that the ability to integrate contours continues to improve. Contour-detection with background noise at adult-like levels is present at 13--14 years of age (Quinn et al., [@B93]; Kovacs et al., [@B67]; Kovacs, [@B66]; Gerhardstein et al., [@B44]; Baker et al., [@B11]).

Neurophysiological measures reveal that homogeneous stimuli evoke VEP pattern at 2--5 months of age (youngest age tested), which gradually begin to resemble adult-like patterns over the first year of age (Norcia et al., [@B81]). Although the neural correlates of homogeneous stimulus processing are also investigated in older children (4--19 years of age), results have not been compared between different ages (Pei et al., [@B86]). VEP patterns evoked by single-line detection have not been investigated. VEP patterns evoked by texture segregation have only been investigated in infants and older children (average age of 13 years; Arcand et al., [@B5]; Kemner et al., [@B59]). For these stimuli, it is typical to investigate the VEPs evoked by textured stimuli in comparison to those evoked by homogeneous stimuli. This comparison reveals a negative peak in adults. In infants, this peak arises between 1 (not present) and 3 (present) months of age. At 1 year of age, the selective cortical activity related to texture processing is, however, not yet adult-like (Arcand et al., [@B5]). The age of maturation is unknown, since results for older children (average age 13 years) are not compared to those of adults (Kemner et al., [@B59]). Contour-stimuli evoke a positive and negative peak in the VEP pattern in infants of 6--13 months old (Norcia et al., [@B81]). As is the case with homogeneous stimulus processing, the neural system related to contour integration is investigated in older children (4--19 years of age), but results are not compared between age-ranges (Pei et al., [@B86]).

In summary, behavioral measures show that processing of all discussed stimulus sets emerges in the first year of life, and matures between 8 and 13 years of age. However, substantial gaps in the literature are present, especially with regards to neurophysiological measures.

Depth perception
----------------

Perceiving depth depends on several cues, which can be monocular (perceived using one eye) or binocular (perceived using both eyes). Monocular cues are known as pictorial depth cues, which are for example occlusion of part of the object (i.e., when one object stands in front of the other), and texture gradients (i.e., a change in amount of details or size when an object is further away; Kavsek et al., [@B58]). Another monocular depth cue is motion parallax (i.e., information on the relative position between objects, derived by a change of viewpoint as a result of movement of the observer). Although development of this cue has been investigated (see Nawrot et al., [@B79] for an overview), this ability is not necessary for form perception when a child is not moving. Therefore, processing of this cue will not be reviewed in the current paper. The binocular cue for depth perception is binocular disparity, i.e., the detection of a difference in image location as perceived through the left and right eye's horizontal separation. Perceiving depth from binocular disparity is known as stereopsis or stereoacuity, and is processed by binocular disparity sensitive cells in V1 and further along the cortical hierarchy.

Behavioral evidence of depth perception using pictorial depth cues in infants are reviewed in a meta-analysis by Kavsek et al. ([@B58]). He showed that most studies found that the initial processing of pictorial depth cues in infants emerges between 3 and 5 months or around 5 months of age, suggesting that infants perceive objects in depth only from that moment on. The developmental trajectory of pictorial depth cue processing after 1 year of age is investigated in only one study (Hagen, [@B51]). Here it is shown that 3-, 5-, and 7-year-old children could all perceive depth relations based on partial occlusion of objects. The age at which this ability is fully mature is, however, unknown. The age of onset of processing binocular disparity is 3--5 months of age, followed by a rapid development until 4--6 months of age (reviewed by Duckman and Du, [@B39]). After this, there is a fairly continuous development of binocular disparity processing (i.e., stereoacuity) until maturation at about 12 years of age (Walraven and Janzen, [@B118]; Sloper and Collins, [@B104]; Takai et al., [@B107]). The mentioned studies indicate that by 12 years of age, children can perceive the same levels of depth within and between objects as adults do.

So far, there have been no neurophysiological studies of development of pictorial depth cues. VEP patterns evoked by binocular disparity are however present at 3--5 months of age (Brown et al., [@B22]; Duckman and Du, [@B39]). The VEP correlates of binocular-disparity processing develop after this age, with decreasing amplitudes and latency for binocular depth cues between 5 and 10 years of age (Sloper and Collins, [@B104]). When the VEP patterns are adult-like is, however, unknown.

Together, both behavioral and neurophysiological measures revealed that depth perception is possible at 3--5 months of age. Behavioral evidence indicates that depth perception based on binocular cues is mature at 12 years of age, but the age of maturation is not investigated neurophysiologically.

Motion processing
-----------------

Motion processing, i.e., the perception of speed and direction of elements in a scene, can aid form processing in the cases when form or structure can be derived from motion (see below). For a full understanding of the development of this type of complex-motion stimulus processing, we will first discuss the development of motion perception itself. We will specifically focus on local and global first order motion processing, related to processes at different levels in the visual hierarchy (see Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"})[^7^](#fn7){ref-type="fn"}. Local motion is the movement of a small object with the approximate size of one V1 receptive field or less. It is often investigated by varying luminance contrast levels of individual moving stimuli, e.g., individual Gabors (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A), or by varying displacement distances of individual dots in a stimulus referred to as random dot kinematogram (RDK; Julesz, [@B55]; Snowden and Braddick, [@B106]; Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B). This stimulus contains multiple moving dots in which a percentage of dots are moving in a similar, thus coherent, direction. Movement of a stimulus or object that spans multiple V1 receptive fields is commonly referred to as global motion. This type of motion is typically processed in visual areas higher-up in the hierarchy, e.g., V5. The ability to process global motion can, for instance, be investigated using so-called motion-coherence thresholds in RDKs (Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B,C). Discrimination between a stimulus with a percentage of dots moving in a coherent direction and a stimulus with dots moving in random directions is only possible if one can process information about motion from the whole stimulus. The lower the motion-coherence threshold of an individual, the better global motion is processed. Motion information directly aids form perception when a stimulus contains multiple similar elements, in which some adjacent elements are integrated and together appear as a form because they are moving together, in a direction different from the other elements (see Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"} and Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}D; regularly used for investigation of global motion as well as form from motion processing). A form (e.g., multiple similarly moving dots) can therefore only be segregated from its background (e.g., dots similar to those defining the form) because they are moving in a different direction. In this way, the ability to process motion enables form from motion perception. A more complex variation of this type of stimulus enables structure from motion. This stimulus induces the perception of a 3D form, for instance a rotating sphere, even though it is presented in 2D. Processing of structure from motion requires depth perception. To perceive a form or structure based on motion information, interaction between motion processing areas such as V5 and brain areas involved in form processing, and thus interaction between the M- and P-pathways is required. In addition, local information needs to be integrated into a form, and segregated from the background, which is proposed to be related to activation in recurrent connections (Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}).

![**Examples of stimuli used in different motion-processing tasks**. **(A)** Movement of a single Gabor. **(B)** Random dot kinematogram with 0% motion coherence, and dot displacement distance indicated for one dot from position 1 to position 2. **(C)** Random dot kinematogram with 50% motion coherence (in this case moving rightward). **(D)** Form from motion (white dotted lines depict the motion defined shape).](fpsyt-03-00016-g006){#F6}

Braddick et al. ([@B20]), Braddick and Atkinson ([@B18], [@B19]), and Lewis and Maurer ([@B72]) reviewed behavioral evidence on motion processing in infancy. They reported that local motion processing based on cortical activation (as opposed to subcortical activation) is only present from 7 weeks of age on. Up to 10 years of age, local motion processing requires decreasing luminance levels with age (Ellemberg et al., [@B43]; Thibault et al., [@B111]; Bertone et al., [@B15]; Armstrong et al., [@B6]). Local motion is still immature at the age of 10 years, but has not been investigated in later pre-adult age-ranges. Behavioral studies revealed that global motion processing becomes apparent around the same time as local motion processing (Banton and Bertenthal, [@B12]), or soon after (Wattam-Bell, [@B119]), and develops rapidly afterward. The developmental trajectory and the age at which global motion processing is matured differ among studies. Results are summarized in Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, which suggest that motion coherence thresholds may depend on stimulus speed. Thresholds can also depend on other stimulus properties, such as dot density or luminance contrast, probably explaining the very dissimilar findings by Ellemberg et al. ([@B40]) versus Gunn et al. ([@B49]) (see also Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} in Appendix for an overview of stimulus properties). Overall, global motion processing matures between 6 and 11 years of age (Ellemberg et al., [@B42]; Gunn et al., [@B49]; Parrish et al., [@B85]; Dawes and Bishop, [@B36]). Processing of form-from-motion is present at 2 months of age (youngest age tested; Johnson and Mason, [@B54]) and develops with age, reaching mature levels between 7 and 15 years of age (Schrauf et al., [@B100]; Parrish et al., [@B85]; Dawes and Bishop, [@B36]). Structure-from-motion processing is also present at 2 months of age (Arterberry and Yonas, [@B7]), but it is not clear at what stage it reaches maturity as it has not been investigated in older age groups.

![**Motion coherence thresholds (*y*-axis), indicating the percentage of dots in a random dot kinematogram that are required to move in the same direction in order for the participant to discriminate from randomly moving dots (0% coherence)**. As is clear from the figure, thresholds depend on speed of motion (*x*-axis), as well as on age (symbols). (Data points taken from Wattam-Bell, [@B119]; Banton and Bertenthal, [@B12]; Ellemberg et al., [@B42], [@B40]; Gunn et al., [@B49]; Mason et al., [@B75]; Parrish et al., [@B85]; Dawes and Bishop, [@B36]).](fpsyt-03-00016-g007){#F7}

Visual evoked potentials are evoked by direction-reversal stimuli (i.e., the moment motion in a stimulus changes 180° direction) from 7 weeks of age onward. In infants, 4 months of age and older, local and global motion processing has also been investigated. Although neural activation related to both types of motion was present, it was immature in comparison to adults (Hou et al., [@B53]; Wattam-Bell et al., [@B122]; for a more extensive review, see Braddick et al., [@B20]; Braddick and Atkinson, [@B18]). VEPs indicate that local-motion processing is more adult-like than global-motion processing in 4- to 6-month-old infants. Between the ages of 6 and 10 years, amplitude and latency of the positive and negative VEP peaks decrease for local-motion processing, but are still not adult-like at 10 years of age (Mitchell and Neville, [@B76]; Coch et al., [@B31]). Thus, although the neural correlates of motion processing mature over time, motion is still not processed in the adult-like manner by the visual system at 10 years of age. To our knowledge, no studies have investigated VEPs evoked by global-motion stimuli in children older than 1 year of age, or local-motion in children between 1 and 6 years of age, or above 10 years of age. The developmental trajectory of form or structure from motion has not been investigated using EEG, but a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study reported that the underlying brain mechanisms for structure from motion perception are not fully mature at 5 years of age (Klaver et al., [@B62]). Thus, the current understanding of development of cortical mechanisms underlying motion processing shows considerable gaps.

In summary, behavioral as well as neurophysiological measures have shown that motion processing is possible from 7 weeks of age onward and to develop over childhood and possibly adolescence. Behavioral measures indicate motion processing to be matured at 6--11 (global motion) or 7--15 years of age (form from motion).

Discussion and Conclusions
==========================

Current knowledge on developmental trajectories
-----------------------------------------------

We have provided a comprehensive review of the development of visual acuity, and of mechanisms underlying form processing, with a focus on SF, luminance contrast, color, orientation, depth as well as basic motion processing, in children from birth to adulthood (summarized in Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). As was to be expected, all discussed mechanisms are immature at birth, and mature over the course of childhood. *Visual acuity* reaches maturity at the age of 4--6 years. The development of *contrast sensitivity* and *SF processing* are often investigated together, since perception of these stimulus characteristics is interdependent. Both behavioral and neurophysiological evidence indicates that contrast sensitivity for the higher range of spatial frequencies is adult-like at an earlier age, i.e., around 3--6 years, as compared to that for the lower range of spatial frequencies, being mature around 9--12 years of age. *Color* discrimination, as studied behaviorally, is adult-like around puberty, while the related neural responses mature slightly later, at approximately 19 years of age. Most aspects of *orientation processing*, for example that of single orientations and contour integration, become adult-like between the ages of 8--14 years as studied behaviorally, but the developmental trajectory of the cortical processing remains, to our knowledge, unknown. *Depth* perception is adult-like at 12 years of age for binocular depth cues, as studied behaviorally. Neurophysiological measures show development of binocular depth cues until at least 10 years of age, while the developmental trajectory for monocular depth cues has not been investigated. Behavioral measures show *motion* processing to be mature at 6--11 years of age. The developmental trajectory of the VEPs remains unknown, although it is reported that for local motion processing the VEP pattern is still immature at 11 years of age. Thus, mechanisms for form characteristic processing develop at different rates (see Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Overview of development of stimulus characteristic processing, and of gaps in literature, as measured behaviorally (B) and neurophysiologically (N)**. Development depicted from infant (white) to adult-like (black) levels of processing. Literature gaps, defined as a minimum of at least 1 year of life not being investigated, are depicted in white surrounded by a dotted line. Age ranges investigated but not compared to processing in other age ranges are depicted as textured.](fpsyt-03-00016-g008){#F8}

Theories regarding developmental trajectories
---------------------------------------------

Based on the moment of first emergence and the age at which the discussed mechanisms are matured, some tentative conclusions can be drawn about the developmental order of different aspects of the visual system involved in form-characteristic processing. As mentioned "in the introduction", the developmental trajectories can be discussed in terms of different theoretical frameworks on neural mechanisms underlying form-characteristic processing: on the one hand the parallel pathways, such as the M- and P- pathway, and on the other the feedforward and recurrent connection distinction (Box [1](#BX1){ref-type="boxed-text"}). Regarding the M- and P-pathway development, current data suggest that the initial development of the M-pathway begins earlier than that of the P-pathway (Hammarrenger et al., [@B52]). This is based on the finding that processing of stimuli typically related to M-pathway activation, such as motion and CS for stimuli with lower SFs, appear at an earlier age than stimulus processing related to P-pathway activation, e.g., CS for stimuli with higher SFs. However, the P-pathway development seems to speed up and reaches maturity at an earlier age as compared to the M-pathway. A factor influencing the relatively late initial development of the P-pathway may be visual acuity, which restricts processing of higher SFs. There is, however, some discussion in the literature regarding the hypothesis on the order of M- versus P-pathway development, which is mainly based on methodological variations and differential findings in VEP patterns related to spatial-frequency processing (Ellemberg et al., [@B41]; Hammarrenger et al., [@B52]). An additional challenge to the hypothesis on differential developmental trajectories of the P- and M-pathway is the late maturation of color processing (i.e., approximately 14 years of age), since color processing is mainly related to P-pathway activation. On the other hand, the late maturation of color processing might be influenced by the development of the K-pathway whose contribution to color processing is not yet fully understood. Overall, results suggest that the M- and P-pathway follow different developmental trajectories, but the exact order is still a matter of debate.

Another hypothesis that can be derived from the current review is that the developmental rate of the activity of feedforward connections differs from that of activity of recurrent connections in the visual cortex. Processing of homogeneous-orientation stimuli requires few integration of details, and is thus proposed to be processed mainly by feedforward connections. More integration and segregation is required to process single-line detection stimuli (i.e., processing of stimuli containing one distinct element compared to the other elements), texture segregation, contour integration, form-from-motion, and structure-from-motion, which is supposedly related to higher levels of activation in recurrent connections (Burkhalter, [@B24]; Burkhalter et al., [@B25]; Lamme and Roelfsema, [@B68]). Stimuli that require only activity of feedforward connections can be processed at an earlier age, compared with those that require activity of recurrent connections. This would thus imply that feedforward connections are fully functional at an earlier stage in comparison to recurrent ones. This idea is supported by neuroanatomical findings in humans, which showed that recurrent connections within V1 are immature until at least 5 years of age (Burkhalter et al., [@B25]) and that there is a slower postnatal development of recurrent as compared to feedforward connections between V1 and V2 (Burkhalter, [@B24]). A clear view on differences in maturation rates of feedforward versus recurrent connections is not yet possible. This is mainly due to a lack of studies investigating maturation of homogeneous-orientation-stimulus processing measured behaviorally, and of neurophysiological processing of homogeneous, textured, contour, and form- or structure-from-motion information. Thus, current results indicate specific trajectories in development of form-characteristic processing, with regard to M- and P-pathway as well as feedforward and recurrent connection activation, although future research on under-investigated age-ranges needs to confirm these ideas.

Implications for future research {#s5}
--------------------------------

Although the developmental trajectories of some of the mechanisms underlying form processing are well investigated, the current literature also shows many gaps in our knowledge on this matter (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). For a full understanding of the typical development of processing of form characteristics, it is imperative that future studies focus on filling these gaps in our knowledge. In addition, results of different studies sometimes conflicted. Contrasting findings could among others be due to methodological differences between studies, e.g., stimulus settings or task requirements, which are summarized in Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} in Appendix. In future studies, it is essential to control for these variations in order to fully understand the development of form-characteristic processing. Moreover, discrepancies are often observed between developmental trajectories as revealed by behavioral in comparison to neurophysiological studies. Both behavioral and neurophysiological measures of visual processing depend not only on development of specification of the visual system, but also on several other factors. For instance, neurophysiological measures depend on the sensitivity of the (EEG-) measurement system. Developmental changes, such as cortical folding, influence neuronal orientation, and therefore define neurons whose activity can be measured with EEG. It is plausible that these changes account for at least some of the developmental trajectories revealed by neurophysiological studies. Behavioral measures are influenced by cognitive processes, such as attention and motivation (Boon et al., [@B17]), which might facilitate or inhibit behavioral responses. These and other factors may explain the differences between developmental trajectories revealed by each of these techniques and should, thus, be taken into account when comparing behavioral and neurophysiological results.

Implications for developmental disorders
----------------------------------------

Once the typical development of form-characteristic processing is fully understood, atypical processing can be investigated from a developmental perspective in disorders such as autism, schizophrenia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), Williams syndrome (WS), and dyslexia. These disorders are clinically characterized by social and/or cognitive impairments (American Psychiatric Association, [@B4]) but often show atypical visual processing as well. Such abnormalities are found in processing of forms as such (e.g., faces or letters, Marwick and Hall, [@B74]; Vidyasagar and Pammer, [@B115]; Vlamings et al., [@B117]) as well as specific form characteristics (Braddick et al., [@B20]; Dakin and Frith, [@B35]; Gronlund et al., [@B48]; Butler et al., [@B26]; Simmons et al., [@B101]). For instance, ASD patients demonstrate, among others, abnormal SF and motion processing (Dakin and Frith, [@B35]; Simmons et al., [@B101]), while patients with schizophrenia are impaired in contrast processing (Butler et al., [@B26]), and WS patients in motion processing (Braddick et al., [@B20]). Visual brain areas related to form characteristic processing develop at a younger age as compared to areas related to cognitive and social skills (Gogtay et al., [@B45]). In developmental disorders, social and cognitive symptoms are not present at birth, but appear over time (e.g., Rogers, [@B97]). Since many cognitive and social processes depend on information provided by early visual areas, atypical form characteristic processing early in life might very well explain cognitive and social impairments at a later age. Studying form characteristic processing in these disorders from a developmental perspective would provide an answer to the imperative question of *when* and *how* the development exactly goes astray.

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, current studies of development of behavioral and neural correlates of visual acuity, and of mechanisms related to form processing, i.e., contrast sensitivity, SF, color, orientation, depth and motion reveal that all these processes are immature at birth. Development is demonstrated to occur throughout childhood, with adult-like performance and its neural correlate becoming apparent at different ages for different processes. However, this overview also reveals significant gaps in our current understanding of typical development of form characteristic processing. Filling these gaps is a necessity for making a solid comparison between typical development and that leading to developmental disorders, in order to completely understand where, when, and how development goes astray in disorders such as autism, schizophrenia, ADHD, and dyslexia. The next challenge in developmental neuroscience is to uncover these missing segments, and complete our understanding of the development of mechanisms underlying form processing.
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^1^It should be noted that higher-level visual processes, such as form recognition of for instance faces or objects, are beyond the scope of the current review.

^2^The specific role of this pathway in visual processing is not yet fully understood, as is the differentiation between the P- and K-pathway in color processing.

^3^Another measure of acuity is Vernier acuity, which measures acuity using different types of stimuli, leading to comparable results as grating acuity.

^4^Or a sinusoidal variation in brightness, with varying period.

^5^Grating stimuli are also used to investigate specific neural processes related to spatial frequency processing (see [Spatial Frequency and Contrast Sensitivity](#s4){ref-type="sec"}), as opposed to clearness of vision in visual acuity.

^6^Research in monkey and human adults pointed toward specific contributions of feedback and horizontal processing in these stimuli (e.g., Lamme et al., [@B70]; Lamme and Roelfsema, [@B68]). More in-depth investigation of the development of the visual cortex is required before suggestions on the specific contribution of feedback versus horizontal connections can be extended to the developing brain.

^7^Motion information is important for a number of different functions, from form extraction (presented here) to guiding self-motion through an environment. Therefore only a few of many different categories of motion stimuli are discussed here.

###### 

**Overview of methods applied in studies investigating form characteristic processing**.

  Study                                                      Age^a^                            Behavior/EEG       Stimulus                                                                                             Stimulus specifics              Task                                                                                                                                                                           
  ---------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- -------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- --------------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  **Acuity**                                                                                                                                                                                                           **SF**                          **TF**         **Luminance contrast**                                                                                                                                          
  Skoczenski and Norcia ([@B103]),                           1.5 months--14 years              EEG                Squarewave grating                                                                                   1--33^b^                        5              80                                                                                      Not reported                          100-200^b^                        Passive
  Zanker et al. ([@B125])                                    2 months--9 years                 Behavior           Teller Acuity Cards                                                                                  Not reported                    Not reported   Not reported                                                                            Not reported                          Not reported                      Not reported
  **Spatial frequency (SF) and contrast sensitivity (CS)**                                     **SF**             **TF**                                                                                               **Luminance contrast**                         **Size**                     **Viewing distance (cm)**                                  **Task**                                                                
  Adams et al. ([@B1])                                       1--12 months                      Behavior           Sinewave grating                                                                                     0.3--3.6                        Not reported   0.4--33                                                                                 7.2                                   60                                FPL
  Adams and Courage ([@B2])                                  4--9 years                        Behavior           Sinewave grating                                                                                     0.4--4.8                        Not reported   0.4--33                                                                                 5.4                                   80                                FPL
  Beazley et al. ([@B13])                                    3--15 years                       Behavior           Sinusoidal grating                                                                                   0.25--16                        Not reported   Max 0.5                                                                                 6 (total screen)                      100                               2AFC
  Boeschoten et al. ([@B16])                                 9--10 years                       EEG                Squarewave grating                                                                                   0.75--6                         Not reported   100                                                                                     5.3                                   Not reported                      Oddball
  Gordon and McCulloch ([@B46])                              5, 8, 11 years                    EEG                Sinusoidal grating                                                                                   0.27--15                        6 or 12        5--80                                                                                   19 × 25 (total screen)                Not reported                      Passive
  Gwiazda et al. ([@B50])                                    2--8 months; 4--8 years; adults   Behavior           Sinusoidal grating                                                                                   0.4--12^b^                      Not reported   0.00125--0.98\*                                                                         18.7                                  50 or 100^b^                      FPL
  Hammarrenger et al. ([@B52])                               0--1 years                        EEG                Sinewave grating                                                                                     0.5--2.5                        1              4--95                                                                                   18 × 18 (total screen)                70                                Passive
  Madrid and Crognale, (2000)                                2 years--adult                    EEG                Sinewave grating                                                                                     0.5                             1              90                                                                                      21                                    57                                Passive
  Norcia et al. ([@B80])                                     0.5--10 months; adults            EEG                Sinusoidal grating                                                                                   0.25--16                        12             2--90                                                                                   14 × 28 (total screen)                40--400                           Passive
  Vlamings et al. ([@B116])                                  3--4 years                        EEG                Squarewave grating                                                                                   0.75--6                         Not reported   100                                                                                     5.3                                   113                               Oddball
  **Color**                                                                                                                                                                                                            **SF**                          **TF**         **Luminance contrast**       **Orientation angle (degree)**                             **Size**                              **Viewing distance (cm)**         **Task**
  Clavadetscher et al. ([@B30])                              3--7 weeks                        Behavior           Monochromatic test field                                                                             n.a.                            Not reported   n.a.                         L-M; S                                                     8                                     36                                FPL
  Coch et al. ([@B31])                                       6--8 years; adults                EEG                Sinusoidal grating                                                                                   9                               Not reported   Not reported                 Blue--green and red--green                                 2 × 2                                 116.8                             Oddball
  Crognale ([@B33])                                          1 week--adults                    EEG                Sinewave grating                                                                                     0.5                             Not reported   8.7--83                      L-M; S; achromatic                                         21                                    60                                Passive
  Goulart et al. ([@B47])                                    2--7 years; adults                Behavior           Cambridge color test                                                                                 n.a.                            Not reported   7--15 cd/m^2^                L-M; S                                                     7 and 1                               50 and 300                        Indicate gap i Landolt C
  Knoblauch et al. ([@B63])                                  4 and 8 weeks                     EEG                Squarewave grating                                                                                   Not reported                    7.5            Not reported                 L-M; S                                                     6                                                                       FPL
  Knoblauch et al. ([@B65])                                  3 months--86 years                Behaviou           Checkerboards with colored bars                                                                      0.43                            10             16                           L-M; S                                                     7                                     57                                FPL or 2AF
  Madrid and Crognale, (2000)                                2 years--adults                   EEG                Sinewave grating                                                                                     0.5                             1              9--83                        L-M; S achromatic                                          21                                    57                                Passive
  Mitchell and Neville ([@B76])                              6--10 years; adults               EEG                Sinusoidal grating                                                                                   10.5                            Not reported   Not reported                 Blue--green and red--green                                 2 × 2                                 116.8                             5 AFC
  Peterzell et al. ([@B88])                                  4--6 months                       Behavior           Gratings                                                                                             0.27--1.53                      Not reported   6.25--23 rms cone contrast   Red--green; achromatic                                     53 × 40 (total screen)                38                                FPL
  Teller et al. ([@B110])                                    2 months                          Behavior           Vertical bar                                                                                         n.a.                            Not reported   Not reported                 Various colors                                             1 × 13.9                              35                                FPL
  Varner et al. ([@B114])                                    1--2 months                       Behavior           Monochromatic test field                                                                             n.a.                            Not reported   n.a.                         S                                                          4                                     Not reported                      FPL
  **Orientation**                                                                                                                                                                                                      **SF**                          **TF**         **Luminance contrast**       **Orientation angle (degree)**                             **Size**                              **Viewing distance (cm)**         **Task**
  Arcand et al. ([@B5])                                      1--12 months                      EEG                Homogeneous and textures of continues lines                                                          1                               1              95                           45 or 135 (homogeneous) or 45 and 135 combined (texture)   20.25 × 15.25 (total screen)          114                               Passive
  Atkinson et al. ([@B10])                                   0--13 weeks                       Behavior           Homogeneous of squarewave gratings                                                                   0.1; 0.25                       8.3            Not reported                 45 or 135                                                  21                                    40                                Habituation
  Atkinson and Braddick ([@B9])                              8--18 weeks                       Behavior           Textures and random patterns of lines                                                                \>1                             Not reported   60                           45 and 135                                                 20.5 × 10.2                           40                                FPL
  Baker et al. ([@B11])                                      6 months                          Behavior           Contours of Gabors                                                                                   0.27                            Not reported   80                           12 lambda                                                  5° around visual centre               48                                FPL in cuein paradigm
  Gerhardstein et al. ([@B44])                               2.5--4.5 months                   Behavior           Contours and starburst of Gabors                                                                     2.95                            Not reported   maximal                      Not reported                                               4.45                                  20--25                            Discriminati using habituation training
  Kemner et al. ([@B59])                                     13 years                          EEG                Contours of Gabors and textures of lines in checkerboard                                             Gabor: 5                        Not reported   100                          Gabor: 8 lambda; Texture: 45 and 135                       42 cm × 32 cm                         Gabor: 50; Texture: 100           Contour detection; Oddball go--nogo
  Kovacs et al. ([@B67])                                     5 years--adults                   Behavior           Contours of Gabors                                                                                   5                               Not reported   95                           4.5--9 lambda                                              Not reported                          57                                Contour detection
  Norcia et al. ([@B81])                                     8.8--30.7 weeks; adults           EEG                Homogeneous, textures and contours of Gabors                                                         Texture: 2 Contour: 1.5--2^b^   1              80                           Random: 0, 45, 90, and 135; contour: 30                    15.6                                  Texture: 70; Contour: 48 or 57b   Passive
  Pei et al. ([@B86])                                        4.5--18 years                     EEG                Homogeneous, contours and random pattern of Gabors                                                   2                               1              80                           Random: 0, 45, 90, and 135; contour: 3 lambda              15.6                                  70                                Passive
  Quinn et al. ([@B93])                                      3--4 months                       Behavior           Single line and textures of lines                                                                    Not reported                    Not reported   Not reported                 90, 45, and 135                                            5 × 5 lines; total stimulus: 20.66°   30.5                              Habituation and FPL
  Rieth and Sireteanu ([@B95])                               3 months--13 years; adults        Behavior           Single line and textures of lines                                                                    0.5; 0.8                        Not reported   Not reported                 45 and 135                                                 15                                    57                                FPL
  Sireteanu and Rieth ([@B102])                              3 months--13 years; adults        Behavior           Textures of lines and blobs                                                                          0.5; 0.8                        Not reported   Not reported                 45 and 135                                                 15                                    57                                FPL
  **Depth**                                                                                                                                                                                                            **SF**                          **TF**         **Luminance contrast**       **Specifics of depth cue**                                 **Size**                              **Viewing distance (cm)**         **Task**
  Sloper and Collins ([@B104])                               5, 10 years; adults               Behavior and EEG   Behavior: Red and green images (TNO stereotest); EEG: Black and white checkerboards                  Not reported                    EEG: 2         EEG: 98                      EEG: not reported                                          EEG: 20 or 40 min of visual angle     EEG: 160                          Behavior: image detection; EEG: Passive
  Takai et al. ([@B107])                                     12--23 weeks                      Behavior           Red and green RDK                                                                                    Not reported                    Not reported   Not reported                 Stereoscopic disparity: 2480--155 s of arc                 8                                     Not reported                      PL
  **Motion**                                                                                                                                                                                                           **SF or pixel density**         **TF**         **Luminance contrast**       **Speed degree per second) and motion coherence (MC)**     **Size**                              **Viewing distance (cm)**         **Task**
  Arterberry and Yonas ([@B7])                               2 months                          Behavior           Structure from motion in Random Dot Kinematogram (RDK)                                               1 dot/cm^2^                     Not reported   Not reported                 Speed: .7 (edge); 0.53 or 3.57 (centre); MC: 100%          17.6                                  91.4                              Habituation
  Banton and Bertenthal ([@B12])                             6--18 weeks                       Behavior           Form from motion in RDK                                                                              Not reported                    Not reported   Speed: 11; MC: 12--100%      25 × 40 (background)                                       7.4 (target);                         53 or 60                          FPL
  Coch et al. ([@B31])                                       6--8 years; adults                EEG                Grating with moving bars                                                                             SF: 1 cpd                       Not reported   4                            Speed: 13.7; MC: n.a.                                      2° × 2°                               116.8                             Oddball
  Dawes and Bishop, [@B36]                                   6--10 years; adults               Behavior           Form from motion in RDK                                                                              7.62 segments/degree            7.7            Not reported                 Speed: 2.14; MC: \<100%                                    9.17                                  90                                2AFC
  Ellemberg et al. ([@B42])                                  6 years; adults                   Behavior           RDK                                                                                                  0.75 dots/degree                1/75           78                           Speed: 18; MC: \<100%                                      20 × 20                               50                                2AFC
  Ellemberg et al. ([@B40])                                  5 years; adults                   Behavior           RGK                                                                                                  SF: 3 cpd                       18 and 27      Not reported                 Speed: 1.5, 6, 9; MC: \<50%                                20 × 20                               57                                2AFC
  Gunn et al. ([@B49])                                       4--11 years; adults               Behavior           Rectangular RDK segregated into three horizontal strips                                              4 dots/degree                   Not reported   Not reported                 Speed: 6; MC: \<100%                                       38 × 28 (total screen)                40                                2AFC
  Hou et al. ([@B53])                                        4--6 months; adults               EEG                RDK                                                                                                  3 dots/degree                   15--30         90                           Speed: 0.8--18.6 \*; MC: 100%                              24                                    70                                Passive
  Johnson and Mason ([@B54])                                 2 months                          EEG                Form from motion in RDK                                                                              Not reported                    30             Not reported                 Speed: 7.6; MC: 100%                                       24 × 22.1                             100                               Habituation
  Mitchell and Neville ([@B76])                              6--10 years; adults               EEG                Gratings                                                                                             SF: 1.5 cpd                     Not reported   4                            Speed: 13.7; MC: n.a.                                      2 × 2                                 116.8                             5AFC
  Parrish et al. ([@B85])                                    3--12 years                       Behavior           Form from motion in RDK (global motion); RDK with most dots moving in one direction (local motion)   17.8 lines/degree^2^            Not reported   Not reported                 Speed: 0.039--1.26; MC: \<100%                             2.5 × 2.5                             580                               2AFC
  Schrauf et al. ([@B100])                                   4--24 years                       Behavior           Form (Landolt--C) from motion in RDK                                                                 Pixel density: 50%              Not reported   90                           Speed: 1.3 MC: 20--100%                                    14.4 × 10.8                           100                               Indicate Landolt C-gap
  Wattam-Bell ([@B119])                                      3 months                          Behavior           Rectangular RDK segregated into three horizontal strips                                              Not reported                    0.52--12.5     Not reported                 Speed: 8 MC: \<100%                                        19 × 30                               40                                FPL
  Wattam-Bell ([@B120])                                      3--6, 10, 13 weeks                Behavior           Rectangular RDK segregated into three horizontal strips                                              Dot density: 10.2° apart        Not reported   Not reported                 Speed: 0.27--7.5 and 1.3--21.3 MC: 100%                    19 × 39                               40                                FPL
  Wattam-Bell ([@B121])                                      3--5, 6--8 weeks                  Behavior           Rectangular RDK segregated into three horizontal strips                                              1.35 dots/degree                Not reported   Not reported                 Speed: MC: 100%                                            19 × 30                               40                                Habituation
  Wattam-Bell et al. ([@B122])                               4--5 months; adults               EEG                RDK                                                                                                  Not reported                    2              Not reported                 Speed: 8.6 MC: 100%                                        46.8 × 35.6                           40                                Passive

*^a^The authors are aware that Table [A1](#TA1){ref-type="table"} in Appendix does not cover all present studies on development during infancy. For a more complete review on visual development in infancy, please refer to Braddick and Atkinson ([@B19]). For specific overviews of methods used in infant studies, please refer to the following reviews. Visual acuity -- Almoqbel et al. ([@B3]); depth -- Kavsek et al. ([@B58])*.

*^b^Investigated range of the stimulus characteristic or viewing distance differs per age-group*.

*AFC, alternative forced choice task; cpd, cycles per degree; MC, motion coherence; (F)PL, (forced choice) preferential looking; RDK, random dot kinematogram; RGK, random Gabor kinematogram; SF, spatial frequency; TF, temporal frequency*.
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